AW-UN70W/K

NDI HX Compatible 4K Integrated Camera

AW-HN40HW/HK

NDI HX Compatible HD Integrated Camera
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AW-HN40HW/HK
AW-UN70W/K

NDI® HX Compatibility
for Excellent Video Streaming Quality
Broadcast streaming has become the standard in a variety of locations. From concerts to sports
broadcasts and even educational settings such as lectures, brand new needs continue to explode on the
scene year after year, especially for live formats such as world-wide eSports tournaments.
To meet these evolving needs, we are proud to introduce the AW-UN70W/K and AW-HN40HW/HK,
all-new series based on our critically acclaimed AW-UE70W/K 4K and AW-HE40 HD series integrated
cameras upgraded with NDI HX compatibility.
Highly efficient NDI HX compatibility enables excellent broadcast streaming by encoding and
transmitting high-quality video in real time. This technology eliminates the need for IP decoders,
allowing input to be sent directly to the switcher. Additionally, operation and system construction
including compatibility with 4K/HD integrated camera and tally control as well as PoE Plus are now
possible through a single LAN cable.

®

®

® HX compatible. Contact your local Panasonic vendor for further information.

* Current models AW-UE70W/K and AW-HE40SW9/SK9/HW9/HK9 are also NDI
* NDI is a registered trademark of NewTek, Inc.

®

System Configuration
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NDI® HX Connection
Camera 1

Live Production Center
AV-HLC100

Camera 2
PoE+ HUB

Directly connects and sends
information over IP
to the switcher without decoders

LAN (Ethernet)

Related Products

Live Production Center AV-HLC100
*Available Soon

The 1ME Switcher has a built-in remote camera
controller and audio mixer functions.
The easy-to-operate design makes it a live streaming
powerhouse perfect for single-user operations.

2-15 Matsuba-cho, Kadoma, Osaka 571-8503 Japan
http://pro-av.panasonic.net/

Factories of AVC Networks Company have received
ISO14001:2004-the Environmental Management System
certification. (Except for 3rd party’s peripherals.)
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